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Prologue. 
 

She poured tender kisses over my sweat soaked forehead and her fingers lightly drew 
lines down my chest, circling the beating of my heart. 
“It beats just like mine and for the same reason.” 
I knew instantly what she meant. 
My very life was now given purpose and that purpose was her smile, her touch, her 
kiss, her companionship.  I had spent too many years lost in the futile embraces of 
fleeting interests and had constantly failed to find what I now no longer sought.  She 
had given me direction once she had given me herself and I was no longer anybody 
else’s to be had. 
 
How right then, had my deceit been?  If she had known of my last attempt at self 
destruction, my last moment of weakness then this perfect moment might never of 
come to pass.  This moment that speaks of the future moments yet to be may have been 
lost to time and eroded from possibility by the waves of my own promiscuity.  The 
weakness of my flesh would of destroyed everything my life was yet to know and I 
would of forever spent my days regretting the emotionless night spent denying my own 
self. 
 
This is how it happens.  This is how romance blossoms.  Not from the earth of some 
false utopia of monogamy and bliss but from the internal struggles of lust, ego and 
denial.  Mistakes make epiphanies and give birth to the true reality of being and truth 
is merely secrets or lies. 
 
From ‘The Last Engagement’ by D.Seeber 
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1. 
 
Daniel'sat'at'his'desk,'a'Marlboro'burning'away'untouched'in'the'glass'ashtray'
next'to'a'cold'cup'of'tea,'staring'blankly'at'the'flashing'cursor'on'his'screen.'
Piles'of'notes,'scribbles'on'lined'paper'torn'from'pads,'stood'unevenly'on'the'
laminate'floor'beneath'his'feet.''Were'his'eyes'playing'tricks'on'him'or'was'he'
really'unable'to'read'his'own'writing.'
It'had'been'two'months'since'he'had'taken'the'job'of'scripting'David'Seeber’s'life'
into'a'concise'screenplay.''The'revered'author'of'so'many'of'Daniel’s'favourite'
books'was'apparently'a'brilliant'subject'matter'for'a'warm,'romantic'love'story'
about'a'writer'finding'his'voice'through'the'love'and'support'of'his'long'time'
wife'Jane.''Here'was'a'man'who'had'sustained'half'a'century'of'perfect'marriage'
whilst'writing'some'of'the'finest'literature'of'modern'times.''His'was'a'romance'
that'span'the'ages,'meeting'her'in'college,'falling'in'love'at'University'and'
struggling'through'lean'financial'times,'supported'by'the'rock'of'his'relationship'
while'he'created'his'first'masterpiece;'‘The'Last'Engagement’,'a'novel'about'
finding'love'through'the'lie'of'promiscuity.''
Daniel'however,'saw'nothing'but'the'blandness'that'Seeber’s'life'would'be'on'
screen.''There'was'no'drama,'no'conflict…no'story.'
Who'would'want'to'watch'a'two'hour'film'about'a'man'writing'while'his'doting'
wife'watched'over'him'with'cups'of'tea'and'rich'tea'biscuits?''While'a'faithful'
and'loving'fifty'years'of'marriage'was'as'rare'as'it'was'commendable,'as'a'piece'
of'cinema'it'was'nothing'but'boring.'
Abbi'Emery,'the'niece'of'the'late'couple'was'excited'about'Daniel’s'script.''She'
was'in'awe'of'her'Aunt'and'Uncle.''To'Abbi,'their'story'of'monogamy'was'
inspirational,'her'Uncle’s'rise'to'the'pinnacle'of'prose'rousing'but'to'Daniel,'it'
was'simply'dead'screen'time.'
How'he'longed'to'return'to'his'own'work,'screenplays'dedicated'to'exposing'the'
dark'underbelly'of'human'life'and'emotion.''Films'that'let'us'all'know'how'rotten'
and'bleak'things'really'were.''He'was'not'cut'out'for'this.''How'could'he'be?''He'
had'never'known'real'love'and'even'doubted'its'existence.''He'couldn’t'
empathise'with'those'who'found'a'straight'forward'love'story'heart'warming'
and'found'those'who'found'it'‘real’'idiotic'to'the'point'of'being'retarded.''Whilst'
Abbi'was'pretty,'she'grated'on'him'immensely'but'he'had'not'found'a'way'to'
voice'his'concerns'about'the'screenplay'and'the'story'and'now,'she'was'due'to'
arrive'in'little'over'two'hours'to'read'a'first'draft'of'at'least'the'first'act.'
Daniel'had'nothing.'
Not'even'a'single'slug'line.'
All'off'Seeber’s'books'lay'scattered'around'the'room'amongst'personal'
documents'from'the'departed'authors'office,'pictures'of'him'and'his'wife'were'
stuck'to'the'walls'making'Daniel’s'office'resemble'a'shrine'to'Seeber'and'his'life.'
They'say'you'should'never'meet'your'heroes'and'although'Daniel'was'never'
fortunate'enough'to'make'acquataince'with'Seeber,'he'felt'that'examining'his'
existence'now'had'left'him'disappointed.''His'books'wreaked'of'controversy'and'
drama'yet'the'man'himself'seemingly'led'a'life'of'mundane'mildness.''Nothing'
from'his'personality'jumped'out'at'him.''If'he'had'not'already'spent'half'of'his'
advance,'Daniel'would'of'returned'his'cheque'to'Abbi'when'she'arrived'and'
thought'no'more'of'it'but'that'was'not'a'possible'escape'route,'now'he'was'
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locked'in'and'one'way'or'the'other,'he'had'to'realise'her'dream'of'seeing'her'
beloved'relatives'love'immortalised'on'screen.'
'
He'looked'at'the'clock.''3:15.''The'cigarette'had'long'since'burned'away'and'the'
elongated'strip'of'ash'stood'in'a'perfect'fragile'cylinder,'balanced'on'the'side'of'
the'ash'tray.'
Daniel'reached'down'and'lifted'a'thick'pile'of'papers'and'book'on'to'his'already'
cluttered'desk'and'began'again.''There'had'to'be'something'to'ignite'this'
dormant'and'dying'story?''There'had'to'be'a'letter,'a'scribbled'down'page'of'
notes,'a'phone'number…a'diary?'
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4.4.97!
 
Another night without intimacy. 
Am I supposed to comfort myself with the warmth of the duvet only? 
Falling asleep next to an undisturbed pillow and waking up to one dented by a long 
gone dead weight? 
Has it become so sour so quickly? 
It seems like only yesterday we were insatiable, inseparable, in love.  Now we 
hardly exchange sideways glances.   
The butterflies that used to swarm out of control in my stomach when he kissed me 
have cocooned, reversed their life cycle.  Nothing but inanimate chrysalides hang 
limp and feeble there now. 
I half hope there is somebody else, just so I can begin feeling like a woman again, 
just so I can begin feeling attractive, desirable, so I can begin feeling like I’m worth 
more than a clumsy pity fuck once every month. 
Maybe I will eventually take matters into my own hands.  Perhaps I will cease to 
feel helpless and impotent and instead throw myself into the arms of the world once 
more, releasing myself from these self-imposed shackles that have kept me tied 
inside this tidy and immaculately maintained prison that I am all of a sudden loathe 
to call home. 
It could be I will find somebody who will rekindle the excitement I so dearly miss.  
An excitement I feel sure he must miss too and if not, then it must be a pleasure he is 
finding in something else.  In someone else. 
The depressing fact is he is no longer the man that I fell in love with. 
 
5.4.97!
 
I used to love reading, even reading his work.   
The intimacy of it, the weightlessness felt when getting lost in a world of words, 
somebody else’s creation seemingly constructed only for you.  It was almost like 
intruding upon somebodies privacy and instead of being hauled off to a Police 
station for trespassing, you were welcomed in with open arms and allowed right 
into the centre of it, right into the heart of it.  
Right into his heart. 
Now it’s all deranged and damaged, it no longer beckons me into its comforting 
bosom.  It smirks at me, knowing that I betrayed it for the desires of another.  
Because of this the pleasure is contaminated.  Like trying to enjoy sex after 
surviving a rape.  It is wrong, unclean.  It’ll never be the same again.  
He stole it from me. Just as he is seemingly intent on stealing my good will toward 
life in general.   
I wasn’t even worthy of acknowledgment in the most basic of ways today.  He was 
absent when I fell asleep and had disappeared before I had woken.  My day was 
spent as my days have all been spent lately, alone. 
Alone with my thoughts, my simmering resentment and a nagging sensation telling 
me that behind my back, the world is laughing at me.  Shaking its head at me for 
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allowing him to find what he needs in somebody else.  What I can obviously no 
longer give him. 
I could cease to long after all the things I once treasured and lose myself in the 
perpetually regurgitated lobotomy of Channel 4? I could worship at the altar of all 
the inbred royalty that the big brother house spits out seemingly every weekend? 
Perhaps that is now my fate?  
If I could train myself to open my legs for any promiscuous man who thinks kicking 
a football around grass gives him the right to cheat on his pregnant wife, then I am 
halfway there.   
At least those women in their empty lives ironically feel less alone than me. 
So bleak in it’s abruptness but so beautiful in its simplicity. 
 
 
6.4.97'
 
I am lying here, sat upright beneath the glow of my nightlight once again left to 
serve myself in solitude. 
I should be thankful. 
Despite the banging of doors, the smashing of glass, the rasping screaming from 
hoarse throats…at least we spoke. 
Despite what we communicated, at least it was communication. 
In some ways, it is not the row that bothers me; it is the reminder of how much 
passion resides inside him.  How much used to exist between us. 
It says a lot for the state of our relationship that I find a domestic dispute to be the 
most erotic exchange between us for months. 
When he left, disguised in a cloud of fury originating from a forgotten source, I felt 
a burning inside me, a mixture of lust and vehemence. 
Perhaps I was kidding myself at the prospect of carnal reconciliation sex but I felt 
flustered and excited. 
Only when it was obvious that I would be long lost to dreams before he returned did 
I give in to my urges and make myself feel like he hasn’t for so long. 
Was I aroused by his heat, his anger…or by the reminder that I still have the power 
to hurt him, to anger him, to affect him?  It feels good to know that I am not 
completely obsolete, that I can still serve a purpose. 
I refused to lie down and let his self-pitying excuses for his neglect wash over me as 
gospel truth.  I challenged him, I showed up all his contradictionary fables and 
teenage bullshit. 
If he thought he could sell me on excuses that sounded like some rejected lines from 
a rejected manuscript then he soon found out how mistaken he was. 
I might be a fool for denying what I surely know but I am not that much of a fool 
that I will allow him to think I will swallow just anything that he tries to force feed 
me. 
I will sleep well tonight and not even a returning drunken calamity will wake me or 
cause me to even stir in the slightest. 
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7.4.97!
 
An undisturbed pillow.  A clean and mathematically precise arrangement of 
cushions on the sofa.  An empty, unspoilt sink. 
This is what I was greeted with this morning. 
An empty shell of a house mirroring the empty shell of our relationship. 
Not sharing any time together under the same roof is bad enough but when his time 
is spent somewhere else, with someone else then things change.   
I’m not even certain that I feel hurt.  There is a bleak sense of gratification at been 
proved right but other than that, I am numb, as if I am suddenly emotionally 
barren.   
There is a strange sense of freedom wrestling with my conditioned responses, itching 
to burst outward and show him that I can play the same games, that I can revive the 
feelings that he has squashed underfoot. 
How much satisfaction would I feel to see his face, to hear his pathetic attempts at 
reconciliation once he knew how I have bitten back? 
And yet, I am still unsure. 
Should I maintain my dignity and rise above his shallow ego and do what is 
“right’?  Or should I do what he obviously feels is better and serve myself? 
He will return, if he returns, to an empty house.  No dinner on the table, no note 
explaining my whereabouts.  I will be consoling myself and venting my anger in 
company that I know is pure and as for him, well, he can think what he likes. 
 
 
Friends may not always know what to say but at least it is always certain that they 
are on your side. 
There is no judgement, only unconditional understanding and wine! 
If men were able to so freely share their minds with their peers, would this problem 
even exist?  Nevertheless, it does and no amount of wishing or regret will change 
that. 
I laughed today, for what seems like the first day in ages.  It seemed easy to 
trivialise the situation once everybody had unloaded their own problems, as if piling 
them up in the centre of the table like expelled poker chips.   
Tomorrow night, we will all be unleashed on the bars and clubs of the city.  A gang 
of scorned cougars releasing all of their frustration and mocking the deluded world 
of optimistic would be daters and young love kidding themselves with perfect young 
figures, drenched in over priced fragrances and sold on the latest lie of forever. 
Youth is wasted on the young and watching the poor creatures suffer as they 
desperately seek the answers to a perfect life will provide me, as selfish as it may be, 
with an excuse to feel better about my life. 
I have been there, I have suffered that and I am determined to come out the other 
side as cynical and as barbed as the women who warned me when I was young. 
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8.4.97!
 
I could sense his questions, hanging thick in the silent air between us as I breezed 
about the house, ignoring my usual routine of obsessive neatness and predictable 
pouting. 
I watched him as he struggled with the dilemma of creating his own dinner, staring 
blankly into the fridge, then the freezer, then the fridge again, hoping for me to 
come to his rescue and plate something up for him before he retired to the third floor 
of the house and his solitude again. 
The poor fool. 
I couldn’t help but smile as I sat on the bed, wrapped in a towel applying my make 
up and drying my hair as he pretended to fumble through paperwork and flicked 
the channels on the TV.  Usually, he is long disappeared to his office but tonight, he 
lingered for an unnatural length of time, trying to prolong his usual routine as 
much as possible, attempting to find the courage to bring himself to ask me where I 
was going and why I was making myself up when it had been ages since I had done 
so for anything we had done together. 
It felt empowering. 
It felt…good. 
 
 
Returning home to see him lying placid and snoring in bed highlighted the shift in 
power, the role reversal that has taken place. 
I just know that he drifted off with his mind ticking over and endless unanswered 
questions circulating in his brain.  Hopefully, he’ll have felt just a fraction of what I 
have felt these past few weeks. 
I should feel happy, satisfied but I fear I have returned home with more questions 
and confusion cluttering my thoughts than before. 
The city was throbbing with the promiscuity and delusions of the young and at first 
we found it comforting, knowing that all the arm in arm scantily clad bodies were 
just prolonging the inevitable damage of time age and reality. 
Their drunken fumbles and slurred promises will no doubt amount to nothing but 
seeing the excitement that resulted from the inebriation in the here and now filled 
me with a sense of longing, a nostalgic rose tinted regression and I found myself on 
the verge of tears in the bathroom of one bar, staring at myself in the mirror, done 
up like a single, middle aged victim of domestic violence on the prowl for young 
flesh to mask over the cracks of my own sad life. 
It was then; at my most vulnerable moment that he approached me. 
He was stood outside the toilets, leant against the wall with two glasses of wine in 
his hand.  I don’t know why but I instantly knew that one of them was for me.   
He told me he had been watching me ever since I walked in with my friends and he 
would never forgive himself if he didn’t talk to me. 
Something inside me stirred, as if the cocoons were beginning to open and the 
butterflies were starting to flutter once more. 
He was handsome and refined, even through the filter over my eyes that the wine 
had created I knew that and he was younger than me.  We walked outside to the 
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smoking terrace and I took one, even though I haven’t smoked for 4 years and I 
found myself twisting my wedding ring off my finger behind my back whenever his 
gaze left me.  I’m sure he noticed.  Something in his smile told me he had.  The way 
he complimented me had me on guard, my head told me not to believe it but I 
wanted to be like the pretty young girls in the bar, I wanted to be flirted with, I 
wanted to fool myself into believing all the favourable garbage that was piercing 
through the indecipherable white noise of everybody else’s conversation. 
It was late when we finished talking and my friends had long gone, no doubt 
looking for me with no success or maybe they decided to leave me to the charms of 
the mysterious stranger.  He walked me to a taxi and leant in for a kiss.  His 
demeanor as the perfect gentleman had alarm bells ringing in my head.  One thing 
that time has taught me is that perfection or anything close to it is the worst kind of 
lie. 
But I didn’t pull away.  I didn’t resist.  I allowed my hands to slightly brush his arm 
but he parted our lips before I could grab for him.  
My eyes stayed close for a moment longer and when I returned to reality, he had a 
card extended in his hand for me, his number on the other side and then he 
disappeared into the ambiguity of the night just as quickly as he had appeared. 
I shouldn’t feel any guilt, any remorse, after all, I’m sure or at least convinced, how 
I have acted tonight still carries more dignity and morals than how he has 
conducted himself these last few days. 
But there is still that nagging insistence that I am wrong.  That the confused 
empowerment I am finding hard to suppress, the excitement I felt when he kissed 
me is deceitful. 
Yet I still cannot bring myself to discard his number. 
 
 
9.4.97!
 
The piercing nail of a hangover has made today harder to take than normal. 
Every attempt at a vowel was greeted with an argument, every movement met with 
an unsubtle snarl and disapproving look. 
Every second I spent in the same room as him had me thinking back to the nameless 
number residing in the bottom of my handbag.  It feels like it is slowly burning a 
whole in the expensive leather.  Every time I pick it up, the weight increases a little 
more, like there’s a lead parent in there spawning a family at the rate of a 
promiscuous swine. 
Each time I look at him and our voices raise some more, the digits scream at me, 
seemingly appearing of their own free will on my phone screen, the green “Call” 
button seducing me more and more. 
Am I this weak?  Or am I denying fate? 
 
It was like walking on autopilot along a pavement of pillows, floating through 
space with no control over my limbs as if on a pre-conceived path leading me on like 
a guide dog to a blind man. 
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When I sat down in front of him in the busy coffee shop, his smile filled me with a 
mixture of lust and contempt. 
I don’t even recall calling him.  It was as if I was transported to his company by 
some science fiction contraption belonging in a scientologists guide to life. 
We spoke for a while, although I couldn’t say what about.  The words were echoed 
and distant, I didn’t feel like I was there, rather I felt I was watching myself from a 
distance.  I am becoming my own private soap opera. 
I looked down at my left hand and noticed the ring was gone.  When did I take it 
off?  When I returned home, it was there, sat alone on the bedside table- scorning 
me.  He isn’t home.  If he has seen it discarded there then it is no wonder he is 
absent.   
The Coffee was empty seemingly before I had even begun to drink it and we were 
walking slowly down the blustery street before I had even sat down.  He was close 
to me, close enough for me to feel warm in the biting wind slapping me repeatedly 
in the face and before I knew it, I was at the train station, on the platform awaiting 
my carriage home. 
His invite ringing in my ears like tinnitus. 
Now I’m back and alone and wondering.  The blanket of the evening is thin and 
uncomforting and my own reflection is not known to me anymore.  There is nothing 
for me to cling on to here; all that I can bring my insides to hear is the reminder that 
I have to make a choice. 
Do I accept his invite; do I drag myself into the perilous labyrinth of desire or do I 
not? 
It is early in the morning and I cannot sleep for the worry of what my decision 
might be.  At an earlier time in my life, I may have been able to choose easily, to 
choose correctly but I fear that now I am not in control of my own decisions. 
And that is a scary fate. 
 
 
10.4.97!
 
It is raining. 
It seems fitting that the weather is gloomy and the sky is black.  The storm clouds 
are thick and not even a hint of blue can be seen through the dense dread of the dis-
coloured veils. 
He is downstairs clattering plates and cups in an aggravated, attention-seeking 
manner, designed to provoke a response but I am unable or unwilling to bite. 
This morning was poison.  I flinched as he rolled over in bed and brushed my skin 
with his arm as he awoke.  That has set the tone for a day that seems final to me.  
Like the end of the last chapter. 
The conclusion is already written and it would be remiss of me to kid myself into 
thinking otherwise. 
The front door has just slammed shut.  The sound is reverberating around my skull 
and the silence that follows it is louder than a thousand tormented screams. 
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I cannot find the will to dress myself.  I keep looking at my watch, then to the clock 
on the wall, then to my phone.  6 hours will pass by in a blur and then I don’t know 
what will happen. 
I need to eat. 
 
 
He left the moment he saw me take out my lipstick.  I am sure he saw me pulling on 
my stockings.  I could feel him standing outside the door, peering through the crack 
between the hinges watching me push my breasts into my underused push up bra. 
Now he’s gone, it still feels like he is still watching me delicately decorate my face 
but my hands are steady. 
When I hold them out in front of me I am surprised at how calm I appear, even 
though inside I feel as excited and as nervous as a virgin on a promise. 
I feel sick.  I feel sexy.  I feel…I don’t know what I feel. 
It is as if I am helplessly at the mercy of an overpowering libido fuelled by a sense of 
rejection. 
When I put my pen down and close this book, I know it will be the last time I write 
as this woman.  The next time I pour words out on to the page, everything will be 
different.  I will be different. 
The address in the text message seems blurry and the kisses and sinister smiley face 
at the end sends a shiver down my spine every time I look at it but I am determined 
to show both of them that I am not the weak, subservient woman that I have been 
staring at for so long in the mirror. 
I ignored two calls from Sharon today.  Perhaps I am scared that she will convince 
me to stay away or that she will tell me to continue.   
 
My taxi has arrived. 
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2. 
 
This'was'it.''Daniel'felt'a'shiver'shoot'up'his'spine,'a'shiver'born'out'of'
excitement'but'tinged'with'uncertainty.'
These'entries'were'his'story,'were'his'characters,'they'were'his'film.'
It'showed'that'‘The'Last'Engagement’'was'a'novel'conceived'of'truth'not'just'
from'a'brilliant'imagination.''
“This&is&how&it&happens.&&This&is&how&romance&blossoms…”'Now'everything'made'
sense.''A'new'perspective'had'been'put'on'every'word,'that'very'sentence'had'
become'his'logline.'
Seeber’s'marriage'was'not'a'half'century'of'bliss'and'perfection,'it'was'the'
corrupted'secret'of'his'best'selling'work.'
Daniel'lit'a'cigarette'and'exhaled'hard.''The'spirals'of'smoke'distorted'his'view'of'
the'computer'screen'and'hung'against'the'intruding'sunlight.'''
Did'Jane'Seeber’s'diary'prove'an'affair?''It'certainly'hinted'strongly'at'one,'yet'
the'Seeber’s'had'remained'married'and'gone'from'strength'to'strength,'at'least'
in'the'eyes'of'their'public.''At'least'in'the'eyes'of'their'family,'in'the'eyes'of'Abbi.'
Abbi.''She'would'be'here'soon,'eagerly'salivating'at'the'prospect'of'reading'
Daniels'interpretation'of'her'beloved'families'legacy,'of'their'love.'
What'would'he'tell'her?''That'it'was'all'a'lie?''An'uncovered'secret'of'deceit,'
infideleity'and'resentment?'''
Suddenly,'Daniel'felt'a'sharp'lump'in'his'throat'and'hollowness'in'his'stomach.''
Who'was'he'to'ravage'a'families'life'and'divulge'such'unforgiving'reality?''Was'
he'a'man'willing'to'destroy'romance'for'a'story,'or'was'the'story'that'he'had'
uncovered'the'real'romance?''Who'who'was'the'man'Mrs'Seeber'had'met?''What'
happened'after'the'diaries'stopped'on'the'10th'April'1997?'
If'‘The'Last'Engagement’'was'Seeber’s'telling'of'this'time'in'his'life,'had'he'read'
his'wife’s'diaries,'had'she'known'if'he'had?'
As'quickly'as'the'excitement'came,'it'faded'behind'a'stronger'curiosity.''The'
diary'asked'more'questions'than'they'answered.''It'hadn’t'given'Daniel'a'story'
but'a'premise'and'he'needed'the'resolution.'
Was'it'a'secret'that'deserved'to'stay'hidden,'just'as'it'was'intended,'no'matter'
how'repugnantly'immoral,'or'was'it'a'lie'that'needed'to'be'exposed'in'order'to'
correct'history’s'interpretation'of'events'and'people?'
Where'did'his'responsibility'lie?'
His'job'remit'said'it'was'with'Seeber.''It'was'his'job'to'tell'the'story'as'the'
Seeber’s'had'allowed'it'to'be'known'and'respect'their'secrets'but'part'of'him'felt'
it'was'his'responsibility'to'expose'their'lies'and'allow'the'true'story'to'be'told'
through'his'words'and'the'words'which'he'had'found'and'so'hungrily'read.'
Whichever'way'Daniel'turned'at'this'fork'in'the'road'he'knew'he'would'
constantly'be'looking'back'towards'this'moment'and'wondering'“what'if?”'
He'was'pulled'away'from'his'introspection'by'the'sound'of'the'doorbell.'
It'was'Abbi.'
Daniel'looked'ahead'of'him'at'the'blank'computer'screen,'the'flashing'cursor'
begging'to'be'typed'and'then'down'at'the'open'hand'written'diary'on'his'desk,'
asking'to'be'closed.'
Abbi'rang'again,'impatient'and'excited'no'doubt.'
Daniel'shut'down'the'computer'and'closed'the'journal,'concealing'it'beneath'his'
own'scribbled'notes'before'stubbing'out'his'cigarette'and'leaving'his'office.'
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He'paused'at'the'front'door,'seeing'the'shape'of'Abbi’s'face'through'the'thick'
glass.'''
Would'he'lie,'or'keep'a'secret?'
 
 
 
 

Epilogue. 
 
Each time I looked at her and she smiled back at me, the past dissolved a little more. 
The relevance of what had preceded us became less and less, it was as if it was all 
part of the whole, this moment and this life we now vowed to share with each other. 
Was it wrong to forget or dismiss in order to progress?  Is love a perfect formula that 
follows age old values and principles or is it simply what you make it? 
There is no manual to find love and no instructions in how to keep it. Indeed there is 
no definitive or satisfying description, no one man or woman can claim to have an 
answer.   
Honesty and truth are not always enough if honesty and truth bring the walls 
crashing down.  
Sometimes, a lie transcends its meaning if it serves a better purpose, a secret becomes 
part of the foundations of happiness if it is left alone. 
These things, they are part of who we are, they are a common facet of humanity, they 
make us the people that our loved ones adore. 
Leave them be, let them languish behind us, serving as reminders of what we could of 
lost and what we have gained. 
 
She kissed me and took my hand as we walked along the sandy coast.  Another couple 
passed us in the opposite direction, the woman nuzzled into her partners shoulder and 
he kissed the top of her fair head. 
I could almost hear the whispers surrounding that kiss. 
I smiled and squeezed her hand. 
 
From ‘The Last Engagement’ by D. Seeber 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   


